ABSTRACT The task-based control approach with an activation task mechanism endows a robot the possibility to act complex behaviors in an unstructured environment. However, the task-based control approach based on the classical inverse may suffer from discontinuities as tasks switch between inactive and active states. In this paper, an iteratively successive projection method is proposed to construct a null space projection operator by iteratively successive projecting the space between the null space of each task. And the null space projection operator constructed by the iteratively successive projection method should converge to the null space projection operator obtained by the classical inverse, as the iteration time increases to infinity. By introducing activation factors, a continuous projection operator is obtained with a finite-time iteration. Based on the continuous projection operator, a closed-loop control algorithm is presented, which ensures both the continuity of the joint motion and the boundedness of the tracking error. The simulations on a six-link planar manipulator for the trajectory tracking task in the presence of obstacles show the efficacy of the proposed method in continuity, stability, and calculation-time consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classical control of a robot is to preplan a desired trajectory in the joint space to realized an objective task, usually a target-tracking task of the end-effector [1] . This control framework is free of discontinuity in joint motion by properly preplanning. However, the joint space method is limited for the cases with subtasks in the task space, such as obstacle avoidance and visual servoing. Due to the limitation of the control methods in the joint space, the control approaches in task space have been proposed [2] - [5] . In the task-based approach, the gradient project method (GPM) was first adopted to achieve joint-limit avoidance task in [6] , and obstacle avoidance task in [7] . The augmented Jacobian technique was proposed in [8] and [9] , which treats other tasks equally with the tracking task by adding the gradient vectors of other tasks into
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the Jacobian matrix. The weighted least-norm based methods were proposed to realize the tracking tasks under multiple constraints [3] , [10] - [13] . All these methods work directly in the desired task space, which produces a more intuitive control manner.
The task-based approaches extend the scope of application of robots to the unstructured environments, which requires the execution of multiple tasks simultaneously or sequentially under the limited degree of freedom (DOF). To effectively utilize the DOFs, the task set of the task-based approach should not be constant, for example, when a robot is far away from obstacles, the obstacle avoidance tasks do not need to be taken into consideration. Some research has already been conducted to handle the task-based control with a varying task set. The task is removed from the task set as sensor-visibility is lost which cannot provide the feature for visual servoing [14] . Meanwhile, a task can also be removed from the task set when it is sufficiently close to the target to release more DOFs for other tasks [15] . However, in those task-based approaches with activation task mechanism, discontinuity happens as a task is removed or added to the task set. In [16] , a mathematical proof was given to demonstrate that discontinuity generally exists under the control methods based on the pseudo-inverse, as the activity of a task changes. The explanation based on the task projection onto other tasks was presented in [17] . How to solve the discontinuous problem becomes the key problem in the task-based control with activation task mechanism. Mansard proposed a continuous inverse, which is a linear combination of all the inverses of all the possible tasks [16] . And the Mansard's inverse has two characteristics: first, the inverse is continuous during transition of the task state switch; second, the inverse is equal to the pseudo-inverse when all the tasks are inactive or fully active. This guarantees the stability of the system, as all the tasks are in inactive or fully active state. The Mansard's inverse was applied to the multiple tasks with different priorities [18] , and the selective damping was introduced to dealing singularities [19] . However, the calculation of the Mansard's inverse is computationally intensive. And an intermediate desired value approach was also presented to solve the discontinuity problem, which directly modifies all the tasks to the intermediate desired values to ensure the continuity in the transition period [17] . A smooth control method based on successive null space projection operator is proposed to solve the discontinuity as the task state switches at a low-computation cost, but the method cannot guarantee the stability of the system, even if all the tasks are in inactive or fully active state [20] .
Motivated by the continuous characteristic of successive null space projection, this paper presents a method to construct the null space by iteratively successive projection, which iteratively projects the space between the null space of each subtask in sequence. Based on the iteratively successive projection, a continuous projection operator is presented by introducing the activation factors. A new continuous algorithm based on the continuous projection operator is proposed to solve the task-based control problem with a task activation mechanism to ensure both continuity and stability.
It is worth pointing out the main contributions of this paper as follows.
1) This paper presents an iteratively successive projection method to form the null space projection operator, which has not yet been reported in the literature. And a geometric interpretation for iteratively successive projection method is also given. 2) A continuous inverse based on the iteratively successive projection is proposed, and the iteration times balance the continuity and the degree of approximation to the Moore-Penrose. 3) A continuous closed-loop control algorithm is proposed to solve the task-based control problem of the redundant robot with the activation task mechanism, which can ensure both continuity and stability at the same time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews classical task-based control methods for robots, and a brief analysis for discontinuity caused by task state switch is also presented in this section. The method of iteratively successive projection is presented in the Section III. Section IV presents the continuous closed-loop control algorithm for the task-based control. The performances of the proposed method and two other method in case of obstacle avoidance are compared in the Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND A. KINEMATIC CONTROL
Let q ∈ R n is the vector of joint position and x e ∈ R m e be the vector in the task space. A task can be formulated as:
where f (q) : R n → R m e is the task function, and m e ∈ R is the number of the dimension of the task vector, i.e. if x e is the position vector of the end-effector, equation (1) is the forward kinematic equation of the robot. Differentiating (1) yields the task formulation at the velocity level as:
where J e is the Jacobian of the tasks. Besides the tracking task, a redundant robot may have to realize several other tasks in the motion process, such as obstacle avoidance, joint-limit avoidance, visual servoing, etc. Assume there are k tasks, all the tasks can be combined to form a kinematic equation of the robot asẋ
T is the velocity of all tasks,ẋ i is the velocity of the i th task. And J is the augmented Jacobian of all tasks, which is defined as:
where J i ∈ R m i ×n is the Jacobian of the i th task, m i is the dimension of the i th task. In this paper, only serial redundant robotic systems are studied, the number of joints is larger than the dimension of the tasks. The inverse technique is adopted to obtain the least-norm solution of (3) as follows:q
where J † = J T (JJ T ) −1 is the pseudo-inverse of Jacobian J . J †ẋ is the least-norm solution to obtain the minimum-norm joint velocities, which satisfieṡ q = arg min{z T z} subject to:ẋ = Jz.
For the redundant robot, m = k i=1 m i < n holds, there exists nonzero homogenous solutions of (3). Combining the homogenous solution and the right-hand side of (5) yields the general solution as follows:
where z ∈ R n is a free vector, P is the classical null space projection operator of J , which is defined in the following form:
The singular value decomposition (SVD) of the task Jacobian can be formulated in the form:
where U ∈ R m×m is the orthonormal matrix of the output singular vectors u i ∈ R m , V ∈ R n×n is the orthonormal matrix of the input singular vectors v i ∈ R n , and
where N (A) is the null space of matrix A (or the kernel of matrix A), and R(A) is the range of matrix A [1] . With the SVD, P can be written as
which can project a vector onto the null space of Jacobian. This ensures Pz in (7) is always in the null space of Jacobian, regardless what z is chosen, and the task velocityẋ will not be effected.
B. ACTIVATION OF TASKS AND DISCONTINUITY PHENOMENON
In dynamic environment, some tasks are not always in the active state during the whole motion of the robot. For example, the obstacle avoidance task is active, only when the robot is close to the obstacle. When the robot is a long distance away from the obstacle, the task does not need to be taken into consideration, namely, the corresponding Jacobian should be removed from (4) . An activation matrix is introduced to represent the activation of the each task, which is defined as:
where h i ∈ [0, 1] is the activation factor of the i th task, which represents the activation of the i th task. If h i ∈ (0, 1), the task is active, if h i = 1, the task is fully active, if h i = 0, the corresponding task is totally inactive. The kinematic equation under the activation matrix H is
The activation matrix is used for removing the Jacobian of inactive task from the augmented Jacobian J smoothly.
The pseudo-inverse can be adopted to solve (12) , and the solutions can be formulated as:
whereH is a diagonal matrix, and is defined as:
where the diagonal elementh i is defined as:
Provided J is full rank, for the redundant robot, the rank of HJ (orH J ) is not larger than n. The solution (13) and (14) are the least-norm solutions of HJq = Hẋ andH Jq =Hẋ, respectively. From perspective of the system of linear equations, H Jq =Hẋ is equivalent to (12) , the solution (14) should also be the solution of (12), and vice versa. The solution (13) is equivalent to (14) for the redundant robot, according to the uniqueness property of the least-norm solution [21] . However, solution (13) and (14) are adopted to solve the task-based control problem with an activation task mechanism, and discontinuities arise, even though (13) ensures the continuity of HJ and Hẋ, as the activities of the tasks change. The reason is that pseudo-inverse operator is continuous when the rank of the matrix is constant, which is a sufficient condition to ensure the continuity of the solution [16] . For example, assume the taskẋ = [ẋ T 1 ,ẋ T 2 ] T , as the taskẋ 2 evolves from inactive state to active state in the k th control period, and the solution (14) is adopted, the activation matrix switches from
and the corresponding solutions are:
Thereby, a discontinuity arises, as the activation matrix switches fromH (k) toH (k+1). If the activation matrix acts in a continuous manner, the discontinuity still exists, since (13) is equivalent to (14) for the redundant robot. Hence the fundamental issue for the task-based control with activation task mechanism is how to construct a continuous inverse operator. When m < n, the construction of a continuous inverse can be converted to the construction of a continuous null space projection operator based on the equation J † = (I n − P)J † . In [20] , continuous projection operator of the i th task is given as
space projection operator of J is formulated as:
The projection operator of J is obtained by using successive projection onto null space of each task, which is endowed with the merits of simple formulation and low computational complexity. However, (17) is an approximate formulation of I n − J † J , and the error of approximation increases as the number of the tasks increases. The algorithm is limited to the case of two tasks. In view of the merits of continuous projection operator obtained by successive projecting, we intend to construct a new continuous projection operator based on the successive projection in order to achieve a continuous behavior with a better performance.
III. ITERATIVELY SUCCESSIVE PROJECTION A. ITERATIVELY SUCCESSIVE PROJECTION
In order to build a continuous null space projection operator, we first analyze the relation between the null space projection operator of augmented Jacobian and the null space of each subtask. And the activation mechanism of the tasks is ignored first. The null space projection operator P of J defined in (8) has the following properties [1] , which will be used in the analysis.
Property 1:
The following equalities hold
In this paper · represents the Euclidean norm. The relation between the null space of the augmented Jacobian and the null space of a single task Jacobian is discussed first, and the following lemmas are presented first:
Lemma 2:
Otherwise, according to the Euclidean norm, it follows:
And the iteratively successive projection operator can be defined as follows:
where N ∈ N * is the iteration times. The iteratively successive projection operator can be obtained in two steps: first, multiply the classical null space projection operator of each subtask in sequence to obtain the successive projection operator; then the successive projection operator must be multiplied by itself N times to form the iteratively successive projection operator. And the successive projection operator P s defined in (17) can be considered as a special case using iteratively successive projection principle, where the time N of successive projection is merely 1. According to Lemma 1 the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1: lim
Proof: According to (18) ,
According to Lemma 2, ρ(
Theorem 1 demonstrates the relation between the null space of the augmented Jacobian and the successive projection between null space of each subtask. Iteratively successive projection operator consists of two parts: one part equals to the classical null space projection operator defined in (10), the other part is the exponentiation of a matrix with spectral radius less than 1. As the iteration times increase to infinity, the second part converges to a zero matrix, where the iteratively successive projection operator equals to the classical null space projection operator.
There is a geometric interpretation for iteratively successive projection method: on the condition that the spectral radius of I n − J † i J i is less than 1, if a vector is successively projected onto the null space of each task's Jacobian, the vector component out of the intersection of each task's null space will be diminished gradually. By repeating successive projection iteratively, the component of the vector out of the intersection of each task's null space will be totally removed finally. Fig. 1 illustrates the iteratively successive projection between two tasks. Vector v ∈ R 3 , subtask Jacobian J 1 ∈ R 1×3 and J 2 ∈ R 1×3 , plane A and B are perpendicular to J 1 and J 2 , respectively. 
B. CONTINUOUS PROJECTION OPERATOR
The case without activation mechanism is discussed in the previous section, in this section activation factors are introduced into (20) to obtain the continuous projection operator, which can be formulated in the following form:
where h i is the diagonal element of matrix H defined in (11), which represents activation of the i th task Jacobian J i . For the projection operator I n − h i J † i J i , h i determines whether the projection onto the row space of J i is totally or partially removed. Therefore, the values of h i directly affect the continuity of P NH , however, the value of the iteration times N can affect the continuity of P NH either, and the following two properties hold.
Property 2: Assume N is finite, P NH is continuous with respect to the activation factors.
Proof: P NH can be reformulated as a polynomial form of h i . However, a polynomial is always continuous on the condition that N is finite, which ensures the continuity of P NH with respect to the activation factors.
Property 3: Assume N is infinite, P NH is discontinuous with respect to the activation factors. And there is lim
Based on Lemma 1, it implies
According to the definition of P NH , substituting (25) into (24) yields
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†H J can be obtained in the same way as (18) . According to the definition of pseudo-inverse, there is (H J ) †H J (H J ) † = (H J ) † . Based on those equations, (26) can be rewritten as: 
there is lim
According to [16] , I n − (H J ) †H J is discontinuous with respect to the activation factors, which proves the property. Property 3 also demonstrates the relation between P NH and I n − (H J ) †H J . P NH consists of two parts: one part equals to I n − (H J ) †H J ; the other part is the residual item R defined in (24), which ensures the continuity of P NH as h i switch between the zero value and the nonzero value. However, R converges to zero matrix, as N increases to infinity, and discontinuity happens. Hence, the value of N determines the continuity of P NH .
IV. CONTINUOUS ALGORITHM FOR TASK-BASED CONTROL USING THE ITERATIVELY SUCCESSIVE PROJECTION A. CONSTRUCTION OF A CONTINUOUS INVERSE OPERATOR
In view of that J † = (I n − P)J † holds for the redundant robot, a continuous inverse operator of J activated by H can be defined on the basis of the definition of the continuous projection operator as follows:
where H is defined in (11) , and P NH is defined in (23) . Since J † is continuous, J #H is continuous according to Property 2, on the condition that the iteration times N of P NH is finite. Note that the solution based on the classical inverse for the kinematic equation (12) is (HJ ) † H , which is featured with the property HJ (HJ ) † H = H (this holds for (H J ) †H either). This endows the corresponding solution the ability to ensure all the active tasks, if the total dimension of all active tasks is not larger than the DoF of the robot. However, the continuous inverse operator J #H is the approximation of (H J ) †H , which is equivalent to (HJ ) † H . To evaluate the approximate degree between J #H and (H J ) †H , the difference betweenH JJ #H and H J (H J ) †H is calculated as follows:
where R is defined in (26). The proof of Property 3 demonstrates that R converges to a zero matrix as the value of N increases to infinity. On the condition that J is nonsingular, J and J † are both bounded,H JJ #H will gradually converge toH as the value of N increases. This implies the value of N balances the continuity and the approximate degree, a small value of N leads to a smooth behavior but a poor approximation toH JJ #H ; a high value of N leads to a discontinuous behavior but a good approximation toH JJ #H .
B. CONTINUOUS CONTROL LAW FOR THE TASK-BASED CONTROL
Assume the total dimension of all active tasks is not larger than the DoF of the robot, a continuous solution to the kinematic equation (12) is proposed based on the definition of the continuous inverse (28) as follows:
Because J #H is an approximation to (H J ) †H , and the open-loop control (30) based on J #H cannot guarantee the active task. Given a desired end-effector trajectory in terms of position, velocity, a closed-loop control law is presented to improve the accuracy as follows:
where e = x − x d is defined as the tracking error, x d andẋ d are the position and velocity of the desired trajectory, respectively. And the diagonal matrix K e is the error-feedback gain matrix, whose diagonal elements are positive. According to the task-based control with the activation mechanism, some tasks are not active, only the active tasks are considered in stability analysis. Hence, considering the interval whenH is constant, the stability of the active task tracking errorẽ =H e is discussed, and the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2: Assume J is full rank, the active task tracking error is bounded under the control law (31).
Proof: At the beginning, let the Lyapunov function be
where the constant diagonal matrix P is positive definite. First, the boundedness of the tracking error in the period without task activity changing is analyzed. Without loss of generality, assume the activities of all tasks keep steady in the interval [t 0 , t 1 ]. Since the activities of the tasks do not change, H is constant within the period, the time derivative of V can be written aṡ
SinceH J (H J ) †H J =H J , according to (18) and (26), the following equation holds
Substituting (34) into (33) yieldṡ
On the condition that J is full rank, J is bounded. According to Weyl's theorem [21] , σ m ≤ H J ≤ σ M holds, where σ M and σ m denote the maximum singular value and the minimum singular value of J , respectively. Therefore, Eq. (35) can be simplified as:
where α m (α M ) and k em (k eM ) denote the minimum (maximum) element of the diagonal matrix P and K e , respectively. v d is the upper bound of Hẋ d , r is the upper bound of R . According to the proof of Property 3, R converges to 0 as the value of N increases. Thus, by properly selecting N and K e , the following equation holds
And (36) can be rewritten aṡ
where
This implies the boundedness of the norm of
Then, the case of task activity switching is considered. Assume the activity of the i th task switches at the moment t = t 1 , the active task tracking error before and after the task switching are denoted asẽ(t)| t 1 − andẽ(t)| t 1 + , respectively. If the i th task switches from active state to inactive state at the moment t = t 1 , the corresponding element is removed from the active task tracking errorẽ, therefore, ẽ(t)| t 1 + ≤ ẽ(t)| t 1 − . If the i th task switches from inactive state to active state, the corresponding element in the active task tracking error equals 0 at the moment t = t 1 , because the initial tracking task error should be zero as it is activated, consequently, ẽ(t)| t 1 + = ẽ(t)| t 1 − . Thus, the activity switching of a single task would not increase the value of ẽ . And the same conclusion can be drawn when several tasks switch at the same moment. Since the initial value of ẽ = 0, the upper bound of ẽ is γ 2 , which proves the theorem.
Compared with the control law (31), the the control law proposed in [16] can only guarantee the convergence of the active task tracking error in the activity steady period (all tasks are inactive or fully active) while the proposed control law can ensure the boundedness of the active task tracking error in the whole tracking process. 
Since b r < 1, N can ensure ẽ ≤ b e on the condition that the following inequality holds:
C. COMPUTATION OF THE CONTROL LAW
Since the definition of J #H is based on the pseudo-inverse of J , the closed-loop control law (31) might suffer from the singularity problem, as the rank of J loses. The damping factor is introduced to obtain a feasible solution at the cost of a lower precision, as proposed in [22] . The solution with a damping factor can be formulated as:
where the damping factor λ > 0 is set as follows:
where σ min denotes the minimal non-zero singular value of HJ , is the length of the singular interval to avoid, λ max denotes the maximum damping parameter, which are selected in the same way as [23] . Note that the pseudo-inverse is also used in (23) to obtain the null-space projection operator of each task. Nevertheless, the calculation of the null space VOLUME 7, 2019 projection operator of each task will not be effected by the singularity, which can be illustrated according to (10) . It takes N times successive projecting to obtain the P NH , according to (23) . Since the control law (43) is defined based on P NH , it is computationally intensive to obtain J #H using (23) and (28). For simplicity, N is set 2 n , and algorithm 1 details the computation of the continuous inverse J #H . 
8: end for 9: Calculate λ by (44).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate the control algorithm proposed in the previous section, simulations are conducted on 6-DoF planar manipulator to perform the trajectory tracking task with obstacle. In trajectory-tracking process, the obstacle avoiding task is activated, only when the link is close to the obstacle. 
where C ix and C iy are coordinate of the point C i (t) on the i th link, which is the closet to the obstacle, shown in Fig. 2(a) .
And O x , O y is the center of the obstacle, r o is the radius of the obstacle. d i > 0 should hold to guarantee the i th link not to collide the obstacle. In order to avoid collision, the obstacle avoidance task of the i th link can be formulated as:
where J ci is the Jacobian of the point C i (t) on the i th link, −→ OC i is the vector from the point O to point C i (t). And v > 0 is obstacle avoiding velocity. Since only four degrees of redundancy are available for the obstacle avoidance of six links, the activation mechanism is adopted for the obstacle avoiding tasks, the activation factor h i is introduced as follows:
whered denotes the region where the task of avoiding collision becomes active, and the function f a (x) is defined as:
The obstacle avoidance tasks of the links and tracking task are combined together, the augmented Jacobian and the velocity vector of the tasks are set as follows:
where J e is the Jacobian of the end-effector. And the activation matrix is set as H = diag{I 2 , h 1 , · · · , h 6 }. Therefore, the trajectory tracking problem with an obstacle avoiding task can be formulated as (12) . In the simulation, the control period is set T = 5 ms, the error-feedback gain matrix K e = 20I n , and the avoiding collision region lengthd = 0.15.
A. THE CLASSICAL INVERSE
First, the control algorithm based on the classical inverse is adopted to solve the problem. In view of the singular case, the damping factor is introduced to (13) , and the control law is formulated as:
where is a damping factor λ is defined the same as (44), is the length of the singular interval to avoid, which is set to 0.005 in the simulation. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . The end-effector tracked the preplanned trajectory in the Cartesian space with a smooth path. At the interval t ∈ [0, 3.1) s, all the links were far away from the obstacle. Correspondingly, only the trajectory tracking task was fully activated, the rank of HJ was 2, and the joint velocity was smooth. At t = 3.1 s, the sixth link of the manipulator came into the avoiding collision region, shown in Fig. 2(d) , the obstacle avoiding task became active, which suppressed the further motion of the six link to the obstacle. Consequently, the rank of the matrix HJ increased to 3 abruptly, and the rank discontinuity of HJ caused the drastic switch in joint velocity. Similar discontinuous situations happened at the moment t = 3.3 s, 3.5 s, 3.7 s, 3.9 s, when an obstacle avoiding task switched from inactivity to activity or vice versa, shown in Fig. 2(c) . This demonstrates the discontinuity of the classical inverse. Although there were several obstacle avoiding tasks happened during the trajectory tracking process, however, there were not more than four obstacle avoiding tasks were activated simultaneously, the rank of HJ was always less than 6, there was not any singularity happened, and the tracking error converged as the end-effector reached the terminal point.
B. THE ITERATIVELY SUCCESSIVE PROJECTION
In this section, the proposed control algorithm is adopted to solve the manipulator control problem. P NH is obtained by Algorithm 1, the iteration parameter n in Algorithm 1 is set 10 based on (42).
The result is shown in Fig. 3 . At the beginning, the tasks of obstacle avoidance were not active, all joints were only driven for the trajectory tracking task. At the moment t = 2.8 s, the sixth link came close to the obstacle, the corresponding task of obstacle avoidance started to come active, and the activation factor increased gradually, which did not affect the continuity of the joint velocity. Compared with the classical inverse, the activation factor of the proposed method is much larger. The reason for this phenomena is that the proposed method did not fully activate the obstacle avoiding subtask to guarantee the continuity, as the link came near the obstacle. However, the classical inverse method fully activated the avoiding subtasks to push the corresponding links out of the avoiding collision regions immediately. This is the reason why the classical inverse method took a shorter time to push the link away from the obstacle than proposed method.
It is worth noting that the track error was about 1.1 × 10 −5 , as the end-effector came to the terminal point, shown in Fig. 3(f) . However, this is not caused by the singularity, but instead it is due to the iteratively successive projection, which does not converge of the tracking error. Meanwhile iteratively successive projection guarantees the boundedness of the track error, which can keep the track error in an acceptable region, and according to (40), the bounded of the tracking error can be further reduced by increasing the error-feedback gain.
For comparison, the Mansard's inverse proposed in [16] is adopted in the simulation. The control law can be written as:
where φ are the set of all task combinations without repetitions. And the Jacobian matrix J β of all the tasks included in the task set β, damping factor λ is set in the same way as in Sec. IV-C. The result is shown in Fig. 4 , which demonstrates the approach based on the Mansard's inverse can successfully realize the trajectory tracking task, while guarantees the obstacle avoidance tasks. (51) is 25 times more than that of the control law based on iteratively successive projection and classical inverse. Mansard's inverse is the linear weighted sum of pseudo-inverse of all task combinations. Suppose there are l active tasks, the Mansard's inverse based method needs 2 l − 1 times pseudo-inverse operation to calculate Mansard's inverse. While the proposed method needs l + 1 pseudo-inverse operation and n times matrix multiplications to calculate the inverse based iteratively successive projection. Compared with the continuous algorithm based on iteratively successive projection, the Mansard's inverse based approach is shown to be more computationally intensive, as the number of active tasks increase.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an iteratively successive projection method, where the space is projected onto the null space of each task's null space in sequence iteratively to obtain the null space projection operator. This guarantees the continuity of the null space projection operator as the tasks switch over between inactive and active states by taking the finite-times iteration. Based on the iteratively successive projection method, a continuous inverse operator is built. A continuous closed-loop control algorithm is presented by means of the continuous inverse operator, which can ensure the continuity of the joint motion and the boundedness of the tracking errors of the active task. Compared with the classical task-based control algorithm and Mansard's unified approach, simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach in continuity, stability and calculation-time consumption.
